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The Pathology of trauma
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ABC of child abuse
Molecular biology and toxicology of metals
Principles of biochemical toxicology
Scientific and legal applications of bloodstain pattern interpretation
Forensic examination of hair
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Dead Reckoning ,The art of forensic detection
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Forensic examination of fibres
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The essentials of forensic medicine
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Medical Pharmacology
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Progress in Chemical Toxicology
Diagnostic Surgical Pathology
Kaplan And Sadock's Comprehensive textbook of psychiatry/VII
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Forensic Psychology
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Principles of medical law:third Cumulative Supplement
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Psychiatry
Schizophrenia and mood disorders:The new drug therapies in Clinical practice
Synopsis of neuropsychiatry
On-Scene guide for Crisis negotiators
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Variants and pitfalls in body imaging
Practical gynecologic oncology
Cherry and Merkatz's complications of pregnancy
Pediatric and adolescent gynecology
Surgical Pathology of the head And neck,
Magnetic resonance imaging of orthopedic trauma
Fluids and electrolytes in the surgical patient
Essentials of otolaryngology
Psychiatry at a glance
Hanbook of Drug metabolism
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Handbook of psychopharmacotherapy
The headaches
Handbook of psychiatric drug therapy
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Clinical immunology , principles and practice
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Textbook of forensic medicine and Toxicology
Chemical analysis :modern instrumental methods And techniques
Clinical enviromental health and toxic exposures
Child abuse :medical diagnosis and management
Atlas of renal pathology
Bloodstain pattern analysis:with an introduction to crime scene reconstruction
Colour atlas of Forensic medicine
Brain death:a clinical guide
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Cell death:The role of PARP
Kaplan And sadock's Comprehensive textbook of Psychiatry/VII
Short type questions and answers in forensic medicine
Resolving ethical dilemmas:a guide for clinicians
Toxicology
Cardiothoracic trauma
Ethics and sex
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Professional's handbook of psychotropic drugs
Direct smear atlas:a monograph of gram-stained Preparation of clinical specimens
Essential pathology
Substance use disorders :a practical guide
Vehicular accident investigation and reconstruction
Clinical toxicology
The Consultation guide
Ethical reasoning in the mental health professions
Handbook of alcoholism
Sports injuries:mechanisms,prevention,treatment
The 5 minute sports medicine consult
Dangerous offenders :Punishment and Social order
Who can ride the dragon?:an exploration of the cultural roots of traditional Chinese
medicine
Occupational medicine
General practice and ethics:uncertainty and responsibility
Toxicology secrets
The health Care provider's guide to facing the malpractice deposition
Crime,disorder and community safety:a new agenda
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Nurse practitioner's legal refrence
Interpretation of diagnostic tests
Occupational musculoskeletal disorders
DNA Topoisomerase Protocols
Food toxicology
DNA sequencing Protocols
The injured athlete
Forensic emergency medicine
Review ques ons for the USMLE step 3 examina on
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Computers in nursing's nurses'guide to the Internet
Therapeutic Exercise :Techniques for Intervention
Manual of intensive care medicine :with annotated key references
Lamisil:The evidence
Occupational health :recognizing and preventing Work - related disease and injury
Griﬃth's 5-minute clinical consult 2001
Information resources in toxicology
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Sectional anatomy review
Obsessive - Compulsive disorder
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Ecotoxicology :The Study of pollutants in ecosystems
Psychiatry
Gross anatomy
Quick look,drugbook 2001
A Dictionary of scientists
Practical Problem solving in HPLC
Coercive care:the ethics of choice in health and medicine
Internal medicine
Handbook of Multiple Sclerosis
Atlas of functional neuroanatomy
A Dictionary of gene technology terms
Grant's atlas of anatomy
2002 Pocket book of infectious diseases
Illustrated pocket dictionary of chromatography
Principles and practice of forensic psychiatry
Nelson textbook of pediatrics .-15th ed
Nelson Textbook Of Pediatrics Pocket Companion.
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Patty's Industrial hygiene and Toxicology
Legal Medicine:Legal dynamics of medical encounters .-2nd ed
The psychology of Crime a social science textbook
Radiology and imagin for medical student .-6th ed
Statistics and experimental design for toxicologists
Medical toxicology:a synopsis and study guide
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Encyclopedia of clinical toxicology
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Counseling and psychotherapy
A guide to effective care in pregnancy and childbirth
Understanding violence
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Pharmacist's drug handbook
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Primary care for older people
Pocket companion to pathologic basis of disease
Kelley's essentials of internal medicine
Functional cerebral SPECT and PET imagimg
Chemical warefare agents
An atlas of headache
Basic concepts in neuroscience
Manual of pain management
Martindale
Sports injury management
Seward s bedside diagnosis.-13th ed .
Problem-Oriented Medical Diagnosis.-6th ed . Emergency medicine
Head and neck radiology
Dictionary of toxicology
Davidson's principles and practice of medicine.-19th ed.
Antiepileptic drugs
Emergency medicine
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Williams Obstetrics .-19th ed.
How to solve a murder
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Principles of surgery
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Andrew's disease of the skin
Adams and Victor's principles of neurology
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Appleton and Lange's practice tests for the USMLE step 2
Abernathy's Surgical Secrets./Alden H. Harken, Ernest E.Moore.-4th ed.
Surgical specialties/[edited by ]Traves D. Crabtree.Associate Editors
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Palliative medicine secrets
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Pediatric surgery secrets
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Martindale:the Complete Drug Reference
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Casarett and Doull's essentials of toxicology
The CIBA collection of medical illustrations
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Pharmacognosy .-9th ed .
Manual of Cardiovascular diagnosis And Therapy .-2nd ed
Harrison's principles of internal medicine.- 16 th ed.
Modern trends in drug dependence and Alcholism
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Gynecology
Pathology illustrated.2nd ed
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Cecil Textbook of Medicine.-20th ed.
Cecil Review of General Internal Medicine.-5th ed.
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Forensic Pathology
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Enviromental Medical emergencies .-1st ed
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Medicine:pretest,Self- Assessment and Review .-7th ed
Principles of Surgery .-6th ed
Principles of Surgery : Companion Handbook .-6th ed
Basic Pathology .-5th ed
Proceedings of the 14th mee ng of the Interna onal Associa on
Psychiatric Aspects of Abortion .-1st ed
Nursing ethics through The life span
The Behavioral sciences in Psychiatry .-3rd ed
Nursing care of infants and children
Medical parasitology
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Study guide for essentials of nursing research:methods , appraisal and utilization
Review of intensive Coronary care
Contemporary medical office procedures
Primary care in the home
Techniques and procedures in critical care
Orthopaedic physical therapy
Prevention and Control of Cardiovascular diseases
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Pathology of the Lungs
Basics of anesthesia.-3rd ed.
Principles of environmental toxicology
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Forensic Pathology
Forensic evidence:Science and the Criminal Law,
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The forensic evaluation of traumatic brain injury; a handbook for clinicians and
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Medical genetics :Principles and practice .-3rd ed
Cardiovascular pathology
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Issues in transnational policing
Meaning and medicine :a reader in the Philosophy of health care
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Kalpan and Sadock's pocket handbook of clinical psychiatry
Gender and crime in modern Europe
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Casarett and Doull's Toxicology
Handbook of toxicologic pathology
Anatomy for dental students .-2nd ed
Basic and applied dental biochemistry .-2nd ed
Mechanisms of microbial diseases
Review of medical Microbiology .-1st ed
Medical Mycology:A Practical Approach
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Essential immunology.-6th ed.
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Poisoning and overdose
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